Burtchaell announces resignation as provost

Fr. James T. Burtchaell, provost of the University of Notre Dame for seven years, announced yesterday his intention to return to teaching in the Department of Theology.

The resignation, announced last Thursday, will be effective to Notre Dame's Board of Trustees on October 21, but Burtchaell reappointed to the other two positions within the University by the trustees when they created the provost's office in 1970.

"As an acting provost will be named in the near future, University President Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, said. "An advisory committee has been appointed to select a successor," the first meeting of the Council. Burtchaell will be retained to the theology faculty which he knew from his Ph.D. in divinity from Cambridge University in England. He chaired the department from 1968 until his appointment as provost in 1971, and he was promoted to full professor in 1975. In his nine years as an administrator, he continued to teach and to write, primarily in the areas of biblical ethics and sacramental theology. He also lived in a state of permanent religious commitment, where he served eight years as the assistant rector.

He has served on virtually every University committee, and his off-campus professional activities included major roles in the American Academy of Religion, the American Council on Education, the Association of American Colleges' Commission on Religion in Higher Education.

Burtchaell has also represented Notre Dame in a variety of matters of concern to Indiana institutions of higher learning. Hesburgh commented on the resignation. "It is difficult to find words of adequate thanks for Father Burtchaell's service to the University over such a long period. He has been a member of the theology faculty, a long-time associate in the Department of Theology, and a native son of Notre Dame," he said. "I am sure that the University community will value the wisdom and dedication of Father Burtchaell in the years to come."
The resignation of David E. Sparks as Director of University Libraries

The resignation of David E. Sparks as Director of University Libraries at Notre Dame was announced yesterday by Fr. James T. Butcher, provost. Sparks, who has held the post since 1971, will continue to serve as the chief library administrator until his successor is appointed. He is expected to remain at Notre Dame as a member of its library faculty.

In announcing Sparks' resignation, Fr. Butcher observed that his tenure has coincided with "years when the importance of the libraries as a chief learning support has been newly emphasized on this campus." He credited to Sparks' leadership the fact that "people at Notre Dame and people who sustain us are much better aware of our need for enlarged library resources, and the significant role of library endeavors in our Campaign for Notre Dame goals reflects this." The provost said that the procedure for selecting a successor to Sparks is set forth in the University's Academic Manual. It will involve consultation between the search committee and the Faculty Library Committee and the committee on Appointments and Promotions of the Library.

Hotline needs volunteers

The Women's Committee on Sex Offenses is seeking prospective volunteers for S-O-S (Sex Offense Staff), a confidential emotional support service for victims of sexual abuse in St. Joseph County. Volunteers are men and women who can accompany a victim when seeking medical or legal attention. They are also available for telephone contact.

The S-O-S volunteers can be reached 24 hours a day, 7 days a week through Hotline, a crisis inter- vention telephone service. A ten-session training program will begin in the fall with evening sessions. Training focuses on the psychological and emotional needs of victims. Volunteers are also educated in the areas of medical and legal procedures, referrals and intake procedures. All areas of sexual abuse are discussed, from rape to child molestation to indecent exposure.

Anyone interested in becoming a volunteer or learning more about S-O-S can call 882-2344.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Three bricklayers, on their final day of lining the inside of a power plant smokestack, plunged 155 feet to their deaths yesterday when a scaffold collapsed, showering 2,000 bricks upon them.

The scaffold was 10 feet from the top of the 170-foot steel chimney at the Indianapolis Power & Light Co. generating plant. The victims were identified as Jim Browning, 50, Indianapolis; Harley Water, 24, Abbeville, Ohio; and Elmer Peary, 66, Charleston, Ill. A fourth worker on the scaffold, George Warren, 54, also of Charleston, Ill., said he escaped by grabbing onto a new load of fire bricks being lowered from a crane into the top of the smokestack. "It was one of those impossible things that happened—there was no warning," said a shaken Warren, who was treated at a local hospital and released. He explained that one of the men on the scaffold dropped one of its support beams at the base of the chimney suddenly snapped.

The men had been on the job for three weeks and were scheduled to complete their work yesterday afternoon. A utility company spokesman said the victims were just 17 rows of bricks from the top when the accident happened.
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Carroll converted for undergrads; dorm crowding called minimal

by Marius Ulken
Staff Reporter

Overcrowding in on-campus housing is a real concern, according to Fr. John Mulcahy, director of housing. Many students are living in temporary accommodations until they can be placed in permanent quarters in their own class. According to Kenneth Laverty and Richard Conyers, a few men are sharing rooms temporarily. "As far as I'm concerned, we're right on target this year," Mulcahy observed. "Our main concern is placing freshmen with other fresh- men. That's what will take a little time." Mulcahy estimated that it will be at least a week or two before it is known how many accepted freshmen will definitely not attend Notre Dame this semester. Their places will then be assigned to the students in temporary housing.

It is expected that ten or fifteen students out of the 1,400 accepted will be "no-shows," John Goldrick, director of admissions, explained. "We did not oversubscribe this year," Goldrick stated. "There are not more students, just more students who want to live on campus." The only rise in student enrollment was a planned increase in the number of undergraduate women. Of 400 admitted, 394 have registered, surpassing last year's total of 371.

In addition to placing freshmen, steps have been taken to alleviate general overcrowding in University dormitories. According to Mulcahy, the on-campus population increases every year. Carroll Hall, formerly a graduate student dorm, has been converted to house undergraduates in order to relieve the crowded conditions in Dillon and Moirsey. Grad students have moved to St. Joseph Hall.

The university was uncertain what to do with Carroll, whether to renovate it, or tear it down and build a new residence hall," Carroll rector Bro. Paschal Peace stated. "I imagine it is always in the plans as something kept in reserve until it was needed."

Currently, 69 men are housed in Carroll. 55 of them freshmen. According to Peace, the dorm is not crowded and is "very comfortable."

A single student has been given housing in the Student Health Center, St. Marion Ruidl, health center administrator, explained. That student is living in a guest room on the first floor, away from the patient area.

"He's well provided for, but the situation is very temporary," she stated.

The waiting list for on-campus rooms currently holds the names of 200 men and over 140 women. Some of these students were also on last year's list. By last year's mid-semester break, I was able to put everyone on campus who wanted on, but some students had the problem of a nine-month lease," Mulcahy explained. "These students have been carried over until this year."

Mulcahy stressed that he could begin to arrange housing for the waiting students, particularly the men, as soon as the freshmen have been assigned places.

New seminar offered by Arch. dept.

A new seminar, "Landscape Design (Arch 596)," is being offered by the Architecture Department this fall. Students from all disciplines who possess a concern for the irrigation which Man's activities and structures cause the landscape are encouraged to enroll in the course. The seminar's goal is to develop a method to teach Man-landscape situations and how to translate the solution into physical design.

A meeting will be held for all concerned, Thursday, September 1, at 8:30 a.m. in room 405 of the Architecture Building. Persons unable to attend this meeting may contact Prof. Emeren Bellalta in room 405 of the Architecture Building or by calling 744. Enrollment in the course is based on an interview with Bellalta.

SMC-ND shuttle service may be limited due to cost

by Maureen Sajbel
Senior Staff Reporter

Students who depend on the St. Mary's-Notre Dame shuttle bus service may have to find an alternative form of transportation if the bus service is terminated. According to the university's budget coordinator for Student Activities, the bus service during class hours is "an activity of the schools if students are able to attend and see what it's like." The cost of the service was $25,000 by 1976, which is increased to $35,000 in 1977.

"We are very much open to retaining the shuttle service," said Dr. Vester Grochowiak, budget coordinator for Student Affairs at Notre Dame. The 15-cent fare system is also a great deal for social reasons. Those who are not paying show proof of their student status. The university has also converted to house undergraduates in order to relieve the crowded conditions in Dillon and Moirsey. Grad students have moved to St. Joseph Hall.

"Landscape Design (Arch 596)," is being offered by the Architecture Department this fall. Students from all disciplines who possess a concern for the irrigation which Man's activities and structures cause the landscape are encouraged to enroll in the course. The seminar's goal is to develop a method to teach Man-landscape situations and how to translate the solution into physical design.

A meeting will be held for all concerned, Thursday, September 1, at 8:30 a.m. in room 405 of the Architecture Building. Persons unable to attend this meeting may contact Prof. Emeren Bellalta in room 405 of the Architecture Building or by calling 744. Enrollment in the course is based on an interview with Bellalta.

SPECIALS
THRU Sept. 7
OPEN Tues- Thurs 12-8 pm
Friday 12-9 pm Saturday 9-6 pm

Come on down to the WELCOME BACK PICNIC!!
Saturday, Sept. 3 3-6 pm

Come to Where the Krunch Is!
FISH & CHIPS LEMON LUV (dessert)
SHRIMP CHICKEN
LEMONADE DRINKS - PEPsi
KRUNCH PUP CHOWDER
LEMONADE ICE TEA
10% Discount
with I.D.

Come Out and Let the Good Times Roll!
★ The Best in Live Music
★ Dance Party Every Monday Night!
★ All N.D. - SMC JUNIORS INVITED
sponsored by the junior class

Arthur Teacher's Fish & Chips

Arthur Teacher's Fish & Chips
122 W. First Street, Mish, formerly The Hidesaway
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409 LWV 1733 N Ironwood Rd.
Mishawaka South Bend
WE'RE CHEAP!
(ASK OUR COMPETITORS)

LIQUOR

- Talisker...12...4.25
- Singleton...12...1.49
- Glenfiddich...12...2.25
- Chivas Regal...12...5.49
- Dewar's...12...7.30
- Jameson...12...4.97
- Crown Royal...12...9.45
- Jack Daniel's...12...6.32
- Benetton...12...6.75
- Amaretto di Caram...12...4.97
- Baileys...12...2.75
- Kahlua...12...6.37
- Kahlua...12...6.37
- Gordon's Gin...12...7.49
- Old Mil...7.50

WINES

- Aldi...7...6.75
- Edna Valley...7...5.95
- Chateau Laubade...7...6.75
- Chateau Laubade...7...6.75
- Baron Philippe...7...5.95
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- Chateau Laubade...7...6.75
- Chateau Laubade...7...6.75

LABOR DAY SPECIALS!

- Sazerac White Rum...1.75...9.90
- Southern Comfort...1.75...13.03
- Philadelphia...1.75...8.60
- Hiram Walker...1.75...4.30
- Kahlua...7...7.52
- Tia Maria...7...7.81
- Harvey's Bristol Cream...1.75...8.89
- Gordon's Gin...1.75...7.99
- Gordon's Vodka...1.75...7.49

OPEN MONDAY thru SATURDAY 9 to 8
Plenty of FREE PARKING

Come to... O'Hanlon's Warehouse Liquor
1935 Lincolnway East - corner Ironwood & Lincolnway Ph. 287-2861

CASE DISCOUNTS
5% OFF 12 or more cases
10% OFF 24 or more cases

225 ml replaces 750 ml.
1.75 liter replaces 750 ml.

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
BRANDY
497

SEAGRAMS 7 "CROWN"
553

GRANTS SCOTCH
914

CANADIAN CLUB
$13.99

V.O.
1397

CROWN ROYAL
915

5th

CASE DISCOUNTS
5% OFF 12 or more cases
10% OFF 24 or more cases

225 ml replaces 750 ml.
1.75 liter replaces 750 ml.
Danehy case pending; trial anticipated in late fall

The case of Professor James F. Danehy vs. Notre Dame is still awaiting trial, pending the court's decision on the University's motion to dismiss the case.

In a recent letter sent to interested friends, Danehy, a tenured professor of Organic Chemistry, offered an update of his case. He stated that "compulsory retirement, based on age alone, is arbitrary, discriminatory and unjust," and the purpose of his suit is to prove that the University's motion to dismiss the case is denied. Danehy has post-65 employment, and by the University's motion to dismiss the case, it would be reevaluated on a different basis.

The five members of the University's Committee on Appointments and Promotions (CAP), were asked to make decisions regarding their actions in the case. On May 4, the hearing convened to decide whether or not to dismiss the case. That day, "Two substantive actions took place," according to Danehy. The first was the administration's summer employment, and the judge ordered that the administration supply the written interrogatories originally requested by Danehy on March 9.

Because the judge was starting his vacation the next day, he would not have had a chance to go over the 120 page deposition or rule on the 77 disputed questions until after Aug. 15. The judge is still reviewing the deposition for decision.

At present, Danehy is not employed by the university. He hopes to rule on the motion to dismiss the case will be made by mid-October and that if the decision is in his favor, the case will go to trial some time in the late fall.
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Guilty On Two Counts

Over two weeks ago, the University of Notre Dame and Al Hunter reached a settlement in their dispute over disciplinary proceedings in which Hunter was involved. Both parties to the dispute are apparently satisfied, but the use of the rarely-convened University Judicial Board resulted in questionable actions on the part of University administrators.

The first difficulty in assessing the events involved is that much of du Lac is vague enough to be subject to differing interpretations. This became so obvious during the congressional hearing on the issue that the administration and trustees plan extensive revisions in the section on "University Rules and Regulations."

But the rules are clear enough to indicate that Hunter was questioned and deprived of his right to "access to the names of prospective witnesses and the right to be present at the hearing, except in extraordinary circumstances as provided in the rules of the University Judicial Board." In a word, "Student Rights in Disciplinary Proceedings," du Lac.

The qualifying clause of this item was invoked in Hunter's case with no apparent justification. Were the administration interested in the physical or psychological danger? University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh made no decision to protect Hunter's privacy, and only he can give the reason.

Yet John Lucey, assistant professor of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering and chairman of the Judicial Board, obliquely passed any decision on this adjusting the two (witnesses) to remain unnamed and unexamined at the hearing was a disservice to them as maturing adults and a disservice to the University's judicial procedure.

seriously, folks...

Right to Life

WASHINGTON—Every time you have a "Son of Sam"-type incident, there is an outcry for some kind of national gun law. The only gun law which will hopefully prevent guns from getting into the hands of the "vickers," which this country seems to have more than its share. Then, as soon as the publicity dies down, the matter is forgotten until the next major event gets people excited again.

The reason you can't get Congress to pass any decent gun legislation is that one of the strongest lobbies in Washington is the National Rifle Assn., and the white-shirted groups are the antigun people.

Finstermeister, who has been trying for years to get the public to address itself to the problem, may have come closer to getting that done.

He told me, "We can't get congressmen or senators to budge on gun control because no one pays any attention to us. They think because they're against abortion," I admitted.

"But there is a solution, I think the gun control people should hook up with the Right to Life people. Because the maintain you're killing someone. Even New York. They care should work for gun control as well.

"But the National Rifle Assn. maintains that guns don't kill people—people kill people. "That's true, but the majority of people killed were killed with guns. Now there is some question of whether or not a fetus is a person. For the sake of getting the Right to Life people on our side, I'm willing to do the fetus a little errand. If they'll buy our thesis that a person shot by a gun is also a live human being and should have the same protection as an unborn baby."

"That's a tough one for the Right to Life people. But it's the only one thing. But when you want them to come out against killing real people with guns, you're opening a whole new can of beans."

"It's the same can," Finstermeister insisted. "You're either for life or against it. When a doctor who takes a life performing an abortion or someone with a handgun dressing his wife or best friend, you're snuffing out some- one. The Right to Life people should be able to understand that."

"If we do not ask our students to accept their responsibilities to this community, we are asking them to further their own interests," Finstermeister insisted.

"We are against abortion," I said.

"Since that's true. But why are they against abortion? Because they would be if we stopped mining the earth, or if we stopped using fossil fuels. Or if we stopped using slaves to make our goods."

"You're a voice crying in the wilderness," I admitted.

"But there is a solution, I think the gun control people should hook up with the Right to Life people. Because the maintain you're killing someone. Even New York. They care should work for gun control as well.

"But the National Rifle Assn. maintains that guns don't kill people—people kill people. "That's true, but the majority of people killed were killed with guns. Now there is some question of whether or not a fetus is a person. For the sake of getting the Right to Life people on our side, I'm willing to do the fetus a little errand. If they'll buy our thesis that a person shot by a gun is also a live human being and should have the same protection as an unborn baby."
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Why tomorrow's professionals choose Hewlett-Packard's first family of advanced calculators today.

They're proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in 1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by millions worldwide, and they're passed.

They have staying power. Today's classroom problems quickly grow into tomorrow's on-the-job problems. HP calculators are designed and built to handle both. They're investments in a future that happens fast.

They're straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean "complicated." It means "uncomplicated." HP calculators are, above all, straightforward.

They're easy to use. HP calculators not only grow with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable, because we designed them to work like you think.

They're efficient. HP calculators take the direct approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving keycode merging capability.

They're personal. Professionals design their own ways to solve their particular problems, and they expect their calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them. Ours are.

There's a variety. To say we offer a full line is an understatement. We offer a choice. That's why we publish "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities of each. Your HP dealer has your free copy.

(800) 648-4711. The number to call for more information and your HP dealer's name and address (unless you're in Nevada, in which case you can call 323-2704).

HP-25 Scientific, $125.00*

HP-27 Financial/Statistical/Scientific, $175.00*

HP-29C, Our NEW Programmable with Continuous Memory, $195.00*

In 98-step program memory and 16 of its 30 storage registers stay "on" even when the calculator is "off," so you can store programs and data for as long as you wish. Continuous Memory plus fully merged keycodes bring typical program memories capacity to 175 keystrokes and beyond. Insert/delete editing. Conditional and unconditional branching. Three levels of subroutines. 10 decision tests. Exceptional versatility at an exceptional price.

HP-34C, RPN Scientific, $450.00*

The most powerful pocket calculator we've ever built. 254-step program memory 28 storage registers. "Tweet" card reader records contents of both. Fully merged keycodes increase typical program memory capacity up to 950 keystrokes and beyond. Superior editing capability.

HEWLETT PACKARD

AVAILABLE AT
THE N.D. BOOKSTORE
WASHINGTON (AP) - Working in the glare of public complaints that the administration has ignored the plight of the nation's poor and its cities, President Carter is stepping up his efforts to deliver a national urban policy, sources said yesterday.

An official in the Department of Housing and Urban Development said a national urban strategy should be completed early next year, perhaps for inclusion in Carter's January state-of-the-union address.

Several sources said there is likely to be no dramatic initiative in the program, in the words of one White House aide, "certainly nothing comparable to the Great Society."

Treasury Department officials are expected to recommend some version of a domestic development bank that would provide low-interest loans to private companies doing business in the struggling cities. Carter has said he would consider such a proposal.

The President was angered last month by criticism from civil rights leaders that he had neglected the plight of the nation's poor black community and others who are poor, and of the cities in general.

At a meeting of black civil rights leaders Monday in New York City, Rev. Jesse Jackson told reporters, "We put President Carter in office and from him we will not suffer from callous neglect." White House Press Secretary Jody Powell reported Carter's request and told reporters: "We can't expect to have everyone pleased with what we do but we will do our best."

A spokesman for HUD said Carter's urban and regional development task force has been having daily work sessions for two weeks preparing staff work on the urban strategy.

The task force is a cabinet-level group headed by HUD Secretary Patricia Harris and including secretaries W. Michael Blumenthal of Treasury, Juanita Kreps of Commerce, Ray Marshall of Labor, Brock Adams of Transportation, and Joseph Califano of Health, Education and Welfare.

The Carter team already has indicated its intention to stress economic development activities for troubled cities, rather than broad social programs.

Along these lines, Congress is considering Carter's request for $400 million for economic development through HUD and the Commerce Department is lobbying within the administration to triple its $320 million economic development administration budget.

[continued from page 1]

accused students. In a letter to Hesburgh explaining the decision, Board chairman John Lacey, assistant professor of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, reported that the board had "a most difficult time in assessing the written testimony provided by anonymous witnesses. Had they been present, and their testimony verified and amplified under direct cross examination, it is possible that some, if not all, of our decisions might have been different." He added that the decision was based on "the numerous criticisms voiced by students and the University's administration, the University Appeals Board, because he didn't think we wanted to go right to appeal." By the University Appeals Board which came over two weeks after the appeal, the decision to accept the affidavit as testimony "was arbitrarily made by only one person - Fr. Hesburgh. We cannot understand why he would do this, nor do we understand what authority he has to do it," Hunter, Talbot and Dane also objected to the irregular appeal, which were over two weeks after the last possible date for appeal as specified in the law. According to Bro. Keiran Ryan,

The belief that Hunter had been acquired on a technicality apparently motivated the administration to appeal the case to the next highest level in the judicial system, the University Appeals Board, composed of one student, one faculty member and one administrator. Roemer appealed the decision on May 24, citing as reason for appeal "an abuse of discretion" by the University Judicial Council in its failure to consider the written evidence. In response, Dane and Talbot sent a letter to Fr. Cari Eby, chairman of the Appeals Board, which argued that there were no extraordinary circumstances applying to Hunter's case which necessitated the use of written evidence.

The letter also asserted that the decision to accept the affidavits as

Carter working on urban policy

Washington, D.C. - Officials said yesterday that the National Urban Affairs Council, established last month by President Carter, is moving ahead with plans for a new urban policy for the United States.

The council, which will be headed by a cabinet-level official, will have the task of developing a comprehensive national urban policy for the country.
The Campaign for Notre Dame, a five-year development program initiated to increase the University's endowment, this summer passed its half-way mark to the goal of $150 million.

To date, $70,150,000 in gifts and commitments has been received according to James Murphy, vice president for public relations and development.

The goal of the campaign, kicked off April 15, is to increase annual academic future with dramatically increased giving and volunteer support, said University President Theodore Hesburgh.

At present, Notre Dame's $108 million endowment is the largest of any Catholic University, but not the smallest of that many leading independent universities, Hesburgh cited the reason for increasing the endowment saying, "If you take the ten universities in this country with the largest endowment, you will have the ten best universities in this country."

Almost 75 percent of the campaign's goal, $92 million will be set aside for Notre Dame's endowment and presidential fund.

The major portion of the endowment will cover named professorships, the Memorial Library collections, student aid, campus ministry and a variety of research, educational and service programs, especially in the area of the Catholic Church.

In addition to the endowment, $29.3 million is slated for physical facilities including a classroom-faculty office building, a chemical research structure, and an under-graduate residence hall. Also, extensive renovation is scheduled for the Administration Building and Washington Hall.

The campaign also seeks $8.7 million in unrestricted funds to undertake current operations.

The initial stages of the actual campaign began in January 1976 when the University's five-year unique approach termed "the fly-in." In a series of 20 weekends, 120 friends of Notre Dame were flown in for a weekend on campus to observe how the University was progressing at the present time and to learn the hopes and aspirations of Notre Dame for the future. Later these friends, including trustees, alumni and members of the advisory councils, started the campaign with pledges or contributions.

From that time the drive has been planned and administered by many people including John T. Ryan and Eunice Carmichael, trustees and co-chairpersons of the campaign; James Flick, vice president for public relations and development at Notre Dame; Paul Foley, chairman of the Committee on Public Relations and Development of the Board of Trustees; and Edward Thompson and officers for the National Campaign Committee.

Alumnae and campaign worker commented, "I'm sure the invasion of Europe was less well planned."

Over the summer, the campaign entered a new phase, which has been dubbed "Special Gifts." Luncheons and dinners are being held across the United States for potential benefactors. University representatives speak to the guests about the campaign and its goals.

Events have been held already in Fort Wayne, the Calumet region of northern Indiana, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Pittsburgh.

Dinners and luncheons are scheduled in Chicago, New York City, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles and San Francisco for the coming months.

During the next two years, "visiting teams" will be traveling to 42 key cities across the country by visiting many people including John T. Ryan and Eunice Carmichael, trustees and co-chairpersons of the campaign; James Flick, vice president for public relations and development at Notre Dame; Paul Foley, chairman of the Committee on Public Relations and Development of the Board of Trustees; and Edward Thompson and officers for the National Campaign Committee.

The University's fund raising campaign is over, we will be ranked among the top 10-15 universities.
Berkowitz declared insane; chances for trial diminishing

NEW YORK [AP] - A psychiatric report called David Berkowitz "an incapacitated person" yesterday and increased the likelihood that he will never stand trial for the six "Son of Sam" murders.

Two court-appointed psychiatrists said the 24-year-old Bronx postal employee "lacks capacity to understand the proceedings against him or to assist in his own defense."

Those are the criteria for competence to stand trial in New York State.

If the findings stand, Berkowitz would be ordered incarcerated in a state institution for the criminally insane. He would not be brought to trial unless he later were judged to have recovered his sanity, which the psychiatrists said was questionable.

However, Brooklyn Dist. Atty. Eugene Gold won the right to have his own psychiatrists examine Berkowitz.

"As the district attorney of this court," Gold declared, "it is my opinion that Mr. Berkowitz is fit to stand trial."

BROOKLYN, N.Y. - State Supreme Court Justice Gerald Held gave the state until Oct. 4 to present any conflicting psychiatric data that might open the way to a trial. In New York, the Supreme Court is a trial court and the Court of Appeals is the highest state court.

The murders of six young people, and the wounding of seven others, were carried out over a year of terror, always at night and with a .44-caliber revolver. The gunman concentrated on couples in parked cars and left sometimes taunting notes for the police and the media, eventually adopting the name "Son of Sam."

Berkowitz, who was arrested Aug. 10 after a parking ticket issued near the site of one killing led police to him, came to court Tuesday morning with an escort of nine police cars and a police helicopter.

He displayed no reaction during the brief legal proceedings as his alleged mental shortcomings were read in the letter covering the psychiatrists' eight page opinion. It held that the cover letter to the report in court, but ordered that the document be redacted and that those familiar with it not discuss it.

Berkowitz is under indictment in Brooklyn for the last of the .44 caliber attacks July 31 assault that killed Stacy Moskowitz, 20, and partially blinded her date, Robert Violante, also 20.

In addition, Berkowitz has been indicted in the Bronx for three murders and the wounding of a fourth person, and in Queens for two killings and five woundings.

The Bronx and Queens indictments are being put off pending a finding in the Brooklyn case. Court sources said a finding that Berkowitz is incompetent would shelve those indictments.

After yesterday's court session, Berkowitz was returned to an isolation yard at Kings County Hospital, where he had been confined since his arrest.

Linda Ronstadt, performing Monday night at the ACC, gave students something to take their minds off schoolbooks. [photo by John Calcutt]

Judicial system eliminates students

[continued from page 1] present a final draft to the Board of Trustees at its Oct. 21 meeting so the new regulations may be implemented this fall.

Student Body President Dave Bender will also appoint a committee to study the proposed University changes as well as student suggestions. Bender's committee will consist of two faculty members, two administrators and two students, chosen as "the best and most creative minds on campus who understand the judicial board inside and out." He stated that a big problem with the judicial process is the lack of people who understand how the system works.

Bender is also forming a drafting group to study the Lae and to rewrite sections, including the proposed disciplinary changes, where necessary. Schaefer informed Bender that his recommendations would be considered but that they would not constitute the final draft.

The drafting group will be working 6-9 p.m. Monday through Friday next week and will be open to serious student suggestions.

Bender plans to announce the members of both committees this Monday.

Hunter case remains unclear

[continued from page 6] The Appeals Board unanimously reversed the decision of the lower board on June 1 and recommended that Hunter be suspended for the fall semester. Dane accompanied Hunter on his final visit to Hesburgh, which was denied.

Hunter then initiated legal action to obtain his reinstatement. He told July 8 press conference that he wanted to stress that he had been found innocent, and had "no other recourse except a court of law to redress this wrong."

The parties reached their settlement five weeks later.

Although University officials will not discuss any aspect of the Hunter case, major adjustments of the Lae disciplinary code will be presented to the University's Board of Trustees for their approval in October. The changes are designed to reduce the likelihood that the University will face similar lawsuits for the conduct of their disciplinary policy.

... this card will let you call long distance from your dorm, faster and at less cost than any other way. If you live in a residence hall, making a long distance call can be a hassle. You either have to call collect (and that costs extra), or wait in line at a pay phone with a couple of pounds of change in your pocket.

Well, there's a way around all that. Get your free STUDENT BILLING CARD from Indiana Bell. A Student Billing Card lets you make long distance calls from the privacy of your room, and at direct-dial rates. That's a lot easier and more economical than any other way.

Besides, there's no waiting in line, and you keep the change. To get your STUDENT BILLING CARD just call 237-8182.
Local bars renovated; Fat Wally's closes

by Chris Dateman
Staff Reporter

Students returning to the Notre Dame-St. Mary's community this past week noticed the bedsores and the Engineering Building changed. Just a few blocks away, several favorite student hangouts also underwent renovations.

Work on the Library on Notre Dame Avenue began just three weeks after graduation last May and ended a week ago. Besides a Heineken sell for sixty cents and cans to bottles of imported formation of a discussion group for interested persons called "organized."

According to the atmosphere has, according to Kasner, explained. "We had a lot of glass breakage last year and also spillage on the floor," he said. "By the end of the night it was a mess. Also from a business aspect it's easier for invention and development, custo-

mern know that they're getting a 12 ounce glass. Michelob Room" has been rebuilt and, according to. "Sweeney" Bruno ND '77, is much more structurally sound. An interior has also been opened to update the back bar and provide more storage and a new dart board. "Corby's still has everything from highballs to draft beer, down to cabs to bottles of imported beer," Bruno declared.

Across the street at Bridget McGuitre's, the only change of 1977 has been the addition of more antiques, in keeping with the bar's theme of "Believe in Yesterday." In the near future, Bridget's hopes to be adding some memorabilia from the Four Horsemen. Theresa Bauer SMC '68, manager of Bridget's, said that their stereo system is "equipped with just about any tape anyone would like to hear." Bridget's offers a large selection of beer and liquor which, according to Bauer, is all preprated according to their cost. Bridget's also features a Ladies Night every Wednesday evening from 7-10 with mixed drinks at half price.

And Fat Wally's has closed due to financial problems and violations of the Indiana Drunkage Code.

Alanon forms discussion group

A campus spokesman for Al-anon, a national group dealing with alcoholism, has announced the formation of a discussion group for persons concerned by a friend or family member with an alcohol problem. Schedule plans will be made soon. Interested persons should call 8699 for information.

Volunteers needed

The Sacred Heart Parish needs volunteers to teach catechism classes Sunday mornings from 9 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. Also needed are musicians for the Family Mass at 11:00 in the Crypt. Persons interested should call Madeleine Ber-

nard, director of religious education, at 272-1245.

This past summer Senior Bar has been thaned and remodeled. [to] Jim Dunne, Ken Ricci and Rob Civitello, managers of Senior Bar, prepare to open the season. [Photo by Leo Hansen]

Photographers Needed for Observer Staff

Call Leo Hansen 287-7051 or Observer.

Photography Thus. Night 8pm at Observer Office
ND gridders await third scrimmage
by Paul Stevenson
Sports Editor

Collegiate football fans across the country pale in comparison to ND fans, led by Coach Devine, the Notre Dame Grid Wagon, or "BD," as he is affectionately known. The Irish are acknowledged as the world's No. 1 football team. But back home, ND fans are a bit overzealous. The Irish are ranked No. 2 in many polls, with key opponents in several crucial position battles. These are "standing players," stated Head Coach Dan Devine.

The "crucial positions" is at quarterback. Rick Slager, who seemingly singlehandedly carried the Irish in the 1976 season, is still a question mark. He has been called on to replace Slager, a position he earned by dint of his superior performance in last spring's Blue-Gold game. However, Slager's performance this past Saturday in the team's second scrimmage is not overly spectacular. The Belleville native completed only two of six attempts for 29 yards while being intercepted three times.

Meanwhile, the number-two quarterback, Steve Andonian, was showing a rather impressive afternoon. Gary Raymond, who was not on Nick Antilles' short list when being interviewed three years ago, has found his way into the starting lineup in recent weeks.

In the number-three slot, Joe Montana found the range over on five out of 13 passes for 49 yards, including a ten-yard touchdown strike to Steve Dover.

Moments before the end of the afternoon, Montana came up with the gamewinning play to give the team a 21-14 victory. Montana hit Allan for 9 yards to the 21 and later connected with Steve Hewett for 35 yards to set up the winning field goal.

Irish halfback Vagas Ferguson ran for 33 yards in seven attempts last Saturday's scrimmage in Notre Dame Stadium.

ENDLESS SUMMER

Tidbits

The vacation need not end although the commencement of classes in just a matter of weeks. Maybe our free time borders on extinction here, but surely we aren't going to let our studies push aside the memories of this past summer. Permit yourselves the opportunities to bask in the knowledge of what it was like to be good and bad, and which will forever give life to the Summer of '77.

Baseball was the game...and the sport...and the lifestyle. Everyone knew a man or had a friend who was a baseball player. And the dreams of every college student's childhood, to play major league baseball, is a reality for many of them.

The baseball season was anything but enjoyable. Even Tom Watson tends to agree. But the final round wasn't so enjoyable.

Across town, Yankee Manager Billy Martin awaited his fate on death row. The Yankees' pitching was pitiful and their hitting was no better.

Pendemonium swept through Chicago as the Cubs and White Sox rocked the bleachers in what was only a preview to the real thing. Maybe our free time borders on extinction here, but surely we aren't going to let our studies push aside the memories of this past summer. Permit yourselves the opportunities to bask in the knowledge of what it was like to be good and bad, and which will forever give life to the Summer of '77.

Football was the sport...and the game...and the lifestyle. Everyone knew a man or had a friend who was a football player. And the dreams of every college student's childhood, to play professional football, is a reality for many of them.

The football season was anything but enjoyable. Even Tom Watson tends to agree. But the final round wasn't so enjoyable.

The team's performance came as no surprise either. Football is like a team that's gone through two-a-days for the last two weeks," Devine remarked. "There are a lot of guys out with injuries. I'm not optimistic, but, we needed what we had."